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Good afternoon/evening everyone!

As each of us settle into new rhythms at 3 Visions Farm, there's the ever
present cascade of work in the beds. The past day or so has given us a break in
the unnatural sweltering heat that's given rise to many fires across the states.
Even from my secondary work location, I witnessed a trail of smoke creeping
behind the hills in the distance. It reminded me of California but here, it feels
strange. It should be mild as it is today; low 70s and yet we get several days of
90s coming up shortly.

There was an article I stumbled upon a few
days ago where a farmer said that the
ground temperature cooked his walla walla
onions to mush. It killed his seeds in the
dirt. As we're planting fall crops, we're
trying to protect the potential of the
seedlings with hay, garden fabric, water
and cloth. They're going to need some
shade to stave off the worst of the heat in
their most vulnerable time. We hope it'll be
enough to weather them through the next
while until they gain enough strength to
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push through.

Just look at the poor smushed beans

Heat aside, we've had incredible success
with the summer bed which will start
giving in mass very soon. Sungold
tomatoes tempt us with their turning
clusters and that one krim we're watching
is nearly a pound. And that's just one of
them. Some raccoon has gotten the
memo on the beans though as we've
noticed evidence of a stumble when it
tried to climb into the bed. It's hilarious but
something we're going to be carefully
addressing. We've got plenty to share but
we need a chance to pick too!

Another video drop will be
coming out today to show off our
first lovely onion picking and our
raccoon mishap. Next week we'll
show you what's been keeping
our baskets busy so we’re
definitely looking forward to
sharing with you again!



3 Visions Farm 
- Celena Meland

3 Visions Farm Videos:

Blush Onion Pick: Click Here

Blue Lake Green Bean Thief: Click Here
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